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INTRODUCTION 

This debate takes place at a time when aid budgets are, once again, threatened 
and at a time of enormous, even revolutionary, changes in the media. The two 
are inextricably linked. 
 
Whether we like it or not the aid world and the media are dependent upon each 
other.  
 
Development assistance is in many ways a reflection of public opinion. Public 
opinion is shaped by the media.  
 
Take away the latter and you will not have the facts to provide the moral 
guidance for the former. More importantly you will not generate the goodwill to 
gain much-needed public support.  
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OVERVIEW 
 
Aid takes many forms – emergency, development, long term, short term, direct, 
indirect and so on. It is important not to muddle emergency aid and longer term 
development aid programmes aimed at addressing structural problems linked to 
poverty, malnutrition and disease.  
 
Surprisingly even in the “aid business”, people often do, particularly when dealing 
with the press. This creates huge amounts of confusion and misunderstandings.  
 
Public reaction to the first type of crises shows there is a distinct lack of donor 
fatigue, both on the part of ordinary tax payers and the media. The latter find the 
human interest stories offered by such crises beguiling as they do the obvious 
links with other factors, such as global warming. If a story is compelling and well 
“sold” the media will cover it, no matter where in the world it is. The more 
obscure and complex it is, the more difficult it is to place but it can be sold 
nevertheless. It just requires more work and a greater knowledge of how the 
media really works. 
 
Aid agencies and development bodies need to adopt a far more professional 
approach if they wish to “sell” the second category. To do this they have not only 
to be better salesmen, but also need a far better, even intimate knowledge, of 
how the media works and how it is likely to view “development” stories - both as 
a whole and in its separate components. Just as we should not take a simplistic, 
narrow view of “aid” issues, neither should we adopt one of the media. The latter 
covers a vast array of areas – television, print, news programmes, documentaries, 
newspapers, daily and weekly, magazines, general and specialist, and the reports 
themselves - home versus foreign based correspondents, staff versus freelance 
or contract, new media, specialist versus general reporters, and so on.  
 

HOW REPORTERS SEE THE AID WORLD 
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Each of the above requires its own specific approach. Too often, the development 
world takes a “one cap fits all” approach and then complains of negativity, 
fatigue and lack of interest when it fails to garner what it wants.  
 
As a whole, the media approaches emergencies and the much more conventional 
development stories in a very different way. The human catastrophe, often with 
European or US angles essentially sells itself. These stories demand to be 
covered, though the cost can be high and therefore they tend to have limited 
shelf life: how long a story can keep viewers/readers or listeners’ interest is 
another factor aid agencies should also keep in mind when trying to sell stories. 
 
Other longer-term development stories – recurring food shortages and famines, 
displacements, irrigation schemes, poverty alleviation programmes – are far 
more problematical. Often these stories have little or no immediate apparent 
impact on Western audiences. They “move forward” extremely slowly and seem to 
have been around for decades with few perceptible changes. There is a tendency 
in newsrooms to leave these for another day unless there is some extraneous 
factor demanding instant coverage – the visit of a high ranking politician, a 
goodwill ambassador – usually a star such as Angelina Jolie – and so on. Again 
the aid world must be aware of the two “B”s, budget and boredom if they are 
going to try and sell one of these stories. It may be necessary, if somewhat 
unpalatable, to take advantage of one of the above visits to try and obtain some 
cover. This means they must have their fingers on the pulse of what is happening 
outside of their own bubble. Newsrooms, for example, would be more inclined to 
send a reporter with a celebrity or politician who is making news for other 
reasons than that involved in the trip. 
 
Today, the development issue is further complicated by the emergence of a new-
style of man-made crisis, which straddles the two others mentioned above. 
Crises such as Darfur in Sudan, Democratic Republic of Congo, even Afghanistan 
– all of which throw up their own unique challenges. Each type of crisis or issue 
needs it own specific approach. 
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THE LEGACY OF BAND AID1 
 
What are the relations of Development NGOs and agencies with the media? 
 
This approach is described by CONCORD2 as follows: 
 
“CONCORD contacts the press only when it has information which is worthwhile 
in order to avoid a ‘fatigue’ from the press.  It always provides the information 
linked to a public or an institutional event that journalists are likely to cover such 
as ‘the International Day against Poverty’, the G8 or a Council meeting.”3 
 
Yet CONCORD would be better off identifying exciting projects undertaken by 
members of its confederation and flagging one or two of these up as an example 
of the impact of European policies on the field. This would appeal more to the 
press.  
 
One of the reasons why CONCORD does not do so is perhaps because it is more 
interested in gaining the attention of the European decision-makers since its aim 
is to influence European policies. Hence this remark: 
 
“CONCORD contacts both the journalists specialised in European affairs, the 
European press agencies and the main national newspapers which are likely to be 
read by the stakeholders from the European institutions.”4 

1  Band Aid was a British and Irish charity supergroup, founded in 1984 by Bob Geldof and Midge 
Ure in order to raise money for famine relief in Ethiopia by releasing the record ‘Do They Know 
It's Christmas?’ for the Christmas market. 

2  CONCORD, European NGO Confederation for Relief and Development; more information 
available at www.concordeurope.org.  

3  Philippart, Agnès, Communication Officer, CONCORD, Interview with CONCORD conducted for 
this report (29 October 2008). 

4  Ibid. 
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“When it comes to the launch of news which concerns the developing countries 
such as the ‘Aid watch’ report on the reality of the European Aid delivered to 
developing countries, CONCORD contacts in addition the press from the South.”5 
One may think that the South in particular would far prefer to learn about 
specific programmes benefiting, or perhaps not benefiting, their countries.  
But actually, out of 284 press clippings that got this report, 47 came from 
developing countries, one out of six.  More and more, these countries 
understand the impact of European policies on their homeland. 
  
Generally, NGOs and aid agencies in particular seem to fall into the trap of 
thinking that because largely positive cover has resulted from an emergency they 
would receive very much the same treatment when pushing coverage of longer 
term development projects. 
 
Urgent humanitarian aid has always attracted the attention of the public.  Even 
more so since the Live Aid and later Band Aid concerts organised by Bob Geldof 
in the 1980s, triggered initially by the Ethiopian famines.  
 
Those headline grabbing events lulled aid agencies, or their PR people, into a 
false sense of security. They saw the beneficial effect such cover could have on 
their work, the positive effects it had on “brand recognition”, funding and so on. 
They seemed to believe there was a bottomless well of journalistic goodwill on 
which to draw. All they had to do was put the story out there and it would be 

5  Philippart, Agnès, Communication Officer, CONCORD, Interview with CONCORD conducted for 
this report (29 October 2008). 

“CONCORD contacts the journalists specialised in European affairs, the European 
press agencies and the main national newspapers which are likely to be read by 

the stakeholders from the European institutions.” 

Agnès Philippart 
Communication Officer, CONCORD 
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picked up and covered. It also gave rise to the unseemly spectacle, most closely 
associated with the UN agencies, of getting one’s logo in the picture. WFP, 
UNICEF, UNHCR6 all compete with each other to get their agency in the headlines. 
 
Many aid organisations have adopted more or less the same media tactics when 
dealing with much more complex development issues. When the expected “good” 
cover failed to come, they understandably felt let down. However, this came 
about largely because of a misunderstanding of how the media works rather than 
any malicious intent on the part of the journalistic community. 
 
 
CONFUSING SIGNALS 
 

NGOs and development agencies have their own very different, often competing, 
agendas. They jostle with each other to get their name in the headlines for 
funding reasons, often it can be argued to the detriment of the message they 
want to put across.  
 
As the BBC’s Ben Anderson, an award winning documentary journalist, notes: 
“There is competition between the NGOs to get media access or to get the right 
stats out or to get the right press releases out because obviously they are all 
competing for the same pool of money, so that gets very difficult.”7 
 
Most of the time,  NGOs do not brief each other on their press activities apart 
from when they organise joint campaigns on a theme or joint activities during 
the same week. Because they do not always cooperate on a joint media approach, 
this causes confusion and unease among journalists who fear “being taken for a 
ride” by aid agencies who want to promote themselves more than the issues they 
claim to be working to alleviate. It creates a climate of distrust and suspicion. 

6  World Food Programme (WPF), United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).  

7 Anderson, Ben, Journalist and BBC Reporter, Interviewed for this paper (9 October 2008).  
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Anderson, who has worked in the field with Oxfam, Médecins Sans Frontières 
(MSF), Merlin and UN organisations, says: “There is definitely a sense with a lot of 
them that there is a press tour of what they are doing, and it is almost like 
filming with a big corporation as there are a lot of things that they want to get 
across and then there are lots of things where they just won’t go, at all, and that 
gets very difficult.”8 

One recent example of this was faced by The Times. Ethiopia is once again in the 
news, and once again because of food shortages. The situation is confusing to 
say the least, as the government has been accused by Britain of “hiding” the 
extent of the problem, partly out of embarrassment that it faces these problems 
even in “good” years – that is when the rains are plentiful and arrive on time. A 
further problem is that the shortages are occurring in an area bordering Somalia 
where Ethiopian troops have been battling Somali Islamists in a very controversial 
military action. In the space of three days, The Times Foreign desk and African 
specialists received two press releases from two leading NGOs. One praised itself 
for a “disaster averted” largely because of their own speedy action, while the 
other warned of a “huge humanitarian crisis” unfolding because of a lack of 
action and government indifference!  
 
The two, both of whom are household names, were blissfully unaware of what 
the other was saying. To be fair to them, they specialise in different areas and 
both could claim with some justification to be telling the truth. Although multiple 
sources of information are important to journalists for the relevance and 
accuracy of their articles, this was making a complex situation, and a very 

8 Anderson, Ben, Journalist and BBC Reporter, Interviewed for this paper (9 October 2008).  

“There is competition between the NGOs to get media access or to get the right stats 
out or to get the right press releases out because obviously they are all competing for 

the same pool of money, so that gets very difficult.” 

Ben Anderson 
Journalist and BBC Reporter 
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difficult story, much more confusing. These types of incidents are by no means 
the exception. They happen on a regular basis indicating there clearly needs to 
be much greater coordination between actors. The rivalry, sometimes outright 
hostility, between development agencies and NGOs, often arising from 
competition over fund-raising, stands in the way. 
 
Looking back over the last couple of decades since the Ethiopian famine, it is 
clear the media has played a largely positive role in helping to deal with high 
profile emergencies, such as droughts in the Horn of Africa and the tsunami that 
hit Southeast Asia in late December 2004. This publicising role, informing people 
worldwide about the extent of human suffering and grief, has in turn led many 
NGOs and aid bodies to believe that the global  media  is simply a resource that 
can be tapped into  for support and fund longer-term aid projects.  
 
This belief ignores the fact, outlined above, that the media’s approach to long 
term development and its failings is very different to covering an unfolding 
human tragedy such as that seen in earthquakes or floods. With the former, the 
aid agencies could almost forget the media as they will come anyway and 
focusing on attracting media coverage can even be counter-productive. A report 
by Valid International9, which was commissioned by the DEC Board10 in 2006, to 
investigate aid work in tsunami-hit countries noted that aid agencies felt under 
pressure to produce "showpiece projects" for the media rather than working 
effectively and evenly.11 
 
It suggests that a high media profile has led agencies to "distance themselves 
from intractable issues, such as basic needs in temporary shelters, and compete 
for what can be done rather than what should be done".12 

9  Valid International, organisation established in 1999 by Dr Steve Collins and Dr Alistair Hallam 
to change humanitarian practice, to improve the delivery of humanitarian and development 
assistance.  More information available at www.validinternational.org. 

10  UK Disasters Emergency Committee. 
11  Valid International Report (2006) discussed in Little, Matthew, ‘Work of aid agencies 'damaged 

by desire to impress the media', Third Sector (18 January 2006). 
12  Little, Matthew, ‘Work of aid agencies 'damaged by desire to impress the media', Third Sector 

(18 January 2006). 
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The BBC’s experienced reporter and anchorman, Nik Gowing adds: “NGOs have 
realised the potential of the media to generate cash flow so have begun to court 
the media.” However, he believes that “impulsive intervention generated by 
media coverage” is counter-productive despite the boost to fund-raising.13 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT AID: DON’T SHOOT THE MESSENGER  
 
The developing world, as it is  now commonly referred to, particularly Africa has 
received an enormous amount of aid over the last 50 years – some estimates put 
it at more than $1 trillion or more than $5,000 in today’s terms for every man, 
woman and child on the continent. 
 
“Just add it up – aid has been a dismal failure. I don’t think there is any doubt 
about that. You can’t just plonk something down on the table and say ‘That’s 
great – I feel good now’ and then leave,” says Nicky Oppenheimer, Chairman of 
De Beers Group.14 
 
Oppenheimer is a strong believer that private enterprise can do much more for 
development in Africa than donor-led initiatives, but stresses the two must work 
together. “Governments can help host countries with infrastructure development 
and the creation of business-friendly environments. They can help create the 
conditions in which private industry can flourish,” he explains.15 
 
To support his argument, Oppenheimer uses the example of Botswana, which 
only discovered diamonds in the 1980s, Botswana has moved from one of the 
poorest countries in the world to a middle income country in the space of less 
than 20 years. Diamonds now account for one third of its GDP. 

13  Gowing, Nik, Media Coverage: Help or Hindrance in conflict prevention (Carnegie Corporation 
of New York, 1997), p.8. 

14  Oppenheimer, Nicky, Chairman, De Beers Group, Interviewed for this paper (October 2008). 
15  Ibid. 



AGENCE FRANÇAISE DE DÉVELOPPEMENT (AFD) 

———————————————————————————— 
 
Agence Française de Développement (AFD) is a public institution serving a mission of 
general interest: financing development. A specialised financial institution, the Agency 
provides financing on five continents – giving priority to Africa, which accounts for two-
thirds of AFD’s grants – for economic and social projects carried out by local authorities, 
public institutions, or the private and associative sector. 

 
The projects are aimed at urban development and infrastructure, rural development, 
industry, financial systems, environmental conservation, as well as education and healthcare. 

 
The Agency’s activities fall within the overall framework of the Millennium Development 
Goals, at the crossroads of objectives for economic growth, poverty reduction and 
environmental conservation.  

 
To offer a suitable response to each individual situation, AFD proposes a wide range of 
financial instruments: grants, guarantees, shareholding arrangements, and all forms of loans, 
both subsidised and on market terms. AFD is the pivotal operator in the French system of 
official development assistance. 

 
Sustainable development is the foundation of AFD’s strategy, which aims to forge financial 
and intellectual partnerships with donor countries and to help, alongside its supervisory 
authorities, to create public policies and increase French influence in the development 
sphere. 

 
AFD’s commitments in 2007 amounted to 3.3 billion euros. These commitments cover 
education for 5.8 million children, the supply of drinking water for 4.3 million people, care 
for 2.2 million people, and improved housing conditions for 715,000 people.  

 

For more information: 

www.afd.fr  
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Oppenheimer says Botswana shows what can be achieved when development 
agencies, promoting good governance, and the private sector need to work 
together. “Giving poor countries handouts is not the way forward,” he asserts.16 

 
Those views are anathema to many in the development field who too often see 
the private sector as exploitative villains taking advantage of weak countries. 
This has led to resistance to private-public joint initiatives and a reluctance to 
examine the role development aid has played in many sub-Saharan countries 
which are today seeing impressive economic growth rates.  
 
In Democratic Republic of Congo today, the private sector is investing billions of 
dollars. Admittedly, a large part of it – but by no means all - is coming from 
China and India, countries not known for transparency in business transactions. 
The development agencies and NGOs are also continuing to pour millions into 
the humanitarian needs of that country and kin support of the largest UN 
peacekeeping force ever assembled. With the notable exception of the World 
Bank there is virtually no debate or cooperation between the two, let alone an 
examination of whether the aid flows can assist inward investment. 
 
It would be most interesting to see aid professionals examining the impact of aid 
in sub-Saharan countries with high growth rates and those with low growth rates 
and whether it is playing any part in improving the overall economic and 
business environment.  
 

“Just add it up – aid has been a dismal failure. I don’t think there is any doubt about 
that. You can’t just plonk something down on the table and say ‘That’s great – I feel 

good now’ and then leave.” 

Nicky Oppenheimer 
Chairman, De Beers Group 

16 Oppenheimer, Nicky, Chairman, De Beers Group, Interviewed for this paper (October 2008). 
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Mark Ashurst, Director of the Africa Research Institute17, notes that aid is big 
business in itself but there is an in-built reluctance to examine its impact.18 
Ashurst points out there is a lot of evidence around that does not stimulate 
productivity, which is the basis of sustained improvements in growth.  
 
“To what extent will pouring money into countries heat up slow economies? On 
balance aid is not a factor – for or against – in boosting productivity. This is 
interesting, because obviously good infrastructure and power does help industry. 
It’s just that aid has not provided them in sufficiently coordinated ways to deliver 
any impact on productivity. For now aid is a separate issue,” Ashurst commented. 
 
However, instead of examining these issues the development world likes to keep 
to itself. Does it really want publicity, a spot light shined on this whole area, with 
the calls for change and reform such scrutiny might bring. Having worked for the 
UN and seen at first hand the resistance to change, forgive me my scepticism. 
But they do want positive publicity for their projects. Here the seeds are sown for 
conflict with the media. 
 
Another frequent refrain one hears from the development community is that of 
donor fatigue. This is belied by the facts. The OECD estimates that official 
development assistance by governments (ODA)19 peaked at over $100 billion in 
2005. Furthermore, business, NGOs and religious foundations of various types 
raise and spend considerable sums on development aid.  
 

17 The Africa Research Institute was founded in 2007 to draw attention to ideas which have 
worked in Africa; more information available at www.africaresearchinstitute.org. 

18  Ashurst, Mark, Director, Africa Research Institute, Interviewed for this paper (15 October 2008). 
19 According to the OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms, ODA includes flows of official financing 

administered with the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing 
countries as the main objective, and which are concessional in character with a grant element 
of at least 25 percent (using a fixed 10 percent rate of discount). By convention, ODA flows 
comprise contributions of donor government agencies, at all levels, to developing countries 
(“bilateral ODA”) and to multilateral institutions. ODA receipts comprise disbursements by 
bilateral donors and multilateral institutions. More information is available at www.oecd.org/
dac. 
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The European Union is the biggest donor contributing some 60 per cent of global 
ODA, according to the OECD’s statistics for 2007, published on April 4, 2008. 
Out of a total $103,655 million of DAC20 contributions, the DAC EU countries 
contributed $62,095. Together with the new EU member states, which are non- 
DAC economies, the total contribution of the EU countries amounted to $62,852 
million. The European Commission contributed 11 per cent of global ODA. 
 
Looking at contributions of individual countries by volume, the USA remained the 
biggest donor in 2007, followed by Germany, France, the United Kingdom and 
Japan. Comparing the situation with that in 2006, the five highest-ranking 
countries remain the same – with USA in the lead and the others sharing places 2 
to 5, thus in a different order from in 2007. In 2006, the UK was the second 
biggest donor, followed by Japan, France and Germany. The only countries that 
exceeded the United Nations target of 0.7 per cent of Gross National Income 
(GNI) in 2007 were Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. 
 
Some new donors have emerged over the last decade. The Gulf States operating 
through Islamic charities and other front organisations are becoming major 
donors. Yet, they are seldom seen in development forums. 
 
The UK remains a significant donor. More money was raised in Britain on behalf 
of the victims of the Southeast Asian  tsunami in 2004 than anywhere else on the 
globe.  
 
Again, if one just takes Africa as an example, in the 30 years from 1970 the 
continent alone received $ 400 billion of aid. During the course of this decade 
development aid has increased substantially.  A few statistics illustrate this surge 
in expenditure: 
 

20  The OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) is a forum for its member states to 
discuss issues surrounding development and poverty reduction in developing countries. There 
are currently 23 members of DAC, including the European Commission, which acts as a full 
member of the committee, although it is not a member state in the judicial meaning of the 
term. More information is available at www.oecd.org/dac. 
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In the UK gross public expenditure on development peaked at £7,592 million in 
2006/07 of which over £3 billion was spent in Africa. 
 
 In 2007, the US Millennium Challenge Account (MCA)21 pumped $2 billion into 
the continent, a 14% increase over the previous year. 
 

The Gleneagles G8 Summit committed the richest nations to double the aid they 
gave to Africa. So far this goal has not been achieved. Admittedly these sums are 
dwarfed by the bail outs we have just witnessed in the developed world of banks 
and mortgage societies resulting from the global economic crisis. These figures, 
however, illustrate the growing gap between the rich and poor, developed and 
developing worlds, much more than they do the “donor fatigue” we are often told 
about by the development agencies. 
 
There is no such fatigue as the statistics show. There is however a huge 
frustration that the picture does not change – the bellies remain swollen, the 
deaths and the suffering go undiminished as the wealthy world grows fatter and 
more self-obsessed. 
 
The development agencies should be engaged with the media, reflecting the 
views of its readers and viewers, in the debate as to why things do not improve, 
or do not appear to improve. Such an examination could well prove not to be to 
the taste of the development as it would surely result in a far greater 
examination of its ‘raison d'être’.  
 
Given the pressures on public finances in all OECD countries, the amounts 
available for direct aid to developing countries will inevitably come under greater 
challenge, especially as a result of the belt-tightening which is guaranteed to 
follow the current global economic meltdown. 
 

21 MCA is a bilateral development fund run by the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC). More 
information is available at www.mcc.gov. 



DFID’s Communication with UK audiences 
 

DFID is making great efforts to reach groups of citizens who are not traditionally thought of as a priority audience 
for a government development agency. These are people who do not normally read the serious broadsheet 

newspapers, so it takes a different way of thinking to provide journalists with content that their readers will relate 
to. They have had some success. Recently, the UK’s most popular paper, The Sun, has carried a number of 

stories about malaria. 
Picture from: http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/article1018013.ece 

 

 

 

Development online 
 

And DFID is increasingly using the web to reach out, not just to journalists, but directly to UK citizens. 
 

DFID’s website can be found at www.dfid.gov.uk and now hosts a number of blogs from officials working in 
developing countries. These give a completely new insight into what the UK Government is doing and have 

made a strong impression on readers. This is what one had to say about it recently: 

DFID is also making more use of social networking sites. See what they are doing by searching for DFID on 
YouTube, Facebook and Flickr. 

I found a new blog this morning, blogs.dfid.gov.uk, which is the UK Department for International 
Development; instead of being a dry mouth piece of a Government department it is stories from real 
people on the ground helping people in some of the most dangerous and deprived area of the world 
- Ethiopia, Afghanistan, Iraq. Congratulations guys, you have just given me an emotional connec-
tion to a Government Department - something I never thought that I would say! 
 

           James Brown 
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Aid budgets are also in jeopardy because in the absence of the debate called for 
above, critics are given an almost free rein in arguing that it is counterproductive 
or more simply a waste of money. The aid world must answer these very 
persuasive arguments and re-claim the debate.  

The Heritage Foundation22, a leading right of centre think tank based in 
Washington DC, remorselessly seeks to demonstrate that many developing 
countries that have received foreign aid have seen their per capita income fall or 
stagnate over the last 40 years.  
 
Professor Philip Booth, Research Director of the Institute of Economic Affairs23, 
judges: “three facts are clear: poor countries can develop without aid; countries 
that receive aid do not tend to develop; and countries that are relatively rich can 
become poor again”.24 
 
Bill Easterly, a leading critic of aid programmes, reckons that it is hard to find 
evidence that aid was successful in helping poorer countries grow their 
economies. He notes that between 1950 and 2001 much of Africa had a zero or 
negative growth rate.25 Of course there are reasons too, such as the Cold War 

“Three facts are clear: poor countries can develop without aid; countries that 
receive aid do not tend to overlap; and countries that are relatively rich can 

become poor again.” 

Philip Booth 
Editorial and Programme Director at the Institute of Economic Affairs and Professor of 

Insurance and Risk Management at Cass Business School, City University London 

22  More information on The Heritage Foundation is available at www.heritage.org.  
23  The Institute of Economic Affairs (IEA) is the UK's original free-market think-tank, founded in 

1955.  More information is available on www.iea.org.uk.  
24 Booth, Philip, Editorial and Programme Director at the Institute of Economic Affairs and 

Professor of Insurance and Risk Management at Cass Business School, City University London, 
Interviewed for this report (13 October 2008). 

25 Easterley, W. , 'Reliving the '50s: The Big Push, Poverty, Traps and Takeoffs in Economic 
Development', Journal of Economic Growth, Vol.11, No.2, 289-318 (December 2006). 
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which saw super-powers ignoring corruption and bad policies in Africa and, 
elsewhere, in return for bases, refuelling rights, etc. 
 
This picture was fleshed out in a lecture given in honour Nobel Laureate Friedrich 
von Hayek by Charles Calomiris, the Henry Kaufman Professor of Financial 
Institutions at Columbia University. He highlighted the fact that between 1973 
and 1998, whereas GDP per capita grew from $11,534 to $17,921 in Western 
Europe, GDP per capital edged up only slightly from £1,365 to $1,368 taking 
Africa as a whole.26 No surprise then that 22 of the 25 poorest countries in the 
world are in Africa.  
 
Swedish Economist Fredrik Erixon writing in the IEA quarterly journal Economic 
Affairs reinforces Calomiris’ message. He notes that in the early 1980s aid to 
Africa grew rapidly yet GDP growth collapsed and was either close to zero or 
negative for over a decade as from 1984.27 Indeed, it only started to climb when 
aid began to fall in the mid 1990s. A similar pattern is shown in Eastern and 
Southern Asia, as well as the Pacific Rim. 
 
Collectively, these opinions and the generally negative perception of aid which 
now pervades the Western world ensures the media will take a far more holistic 
view when covering a development issue than an agency would perhaps like. In 
other words, you are not likely to receive the sympathetic hearing you receive 
from coverage of an emergency. Journalists will look at corruption, inefficiencies, 
a lack of good governance, poor allocation of resources, etc. and perhaps come 
out with a report far different to that which the agency was anticipating. 
 
Such media coverage also creates misconceptions in western audiences, who - 
receiving only negative stories - believe that developing country problems are 
irrational and unsolvable and also an inherent part of that culture. This is as 
much the fault of the aid agency as the media. It has been commented that aid 

26 Calomiris, Charles, A globalist manifesto for public policy : the tenth annual IEA Hayek 
Memorial (Institute of Economic Affairs, February 2002).  

27 Erixon, F., 'Poverty and Recovery: The History of Aid and Development in East Africa', 
Economic Affairs, Volume 23, No.4 (December 2003).  
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agencies have to consider, as much as the media have to, the representation of 
the developing world they portray as well as the accuracy of the information they 
provide.28 
 
Aid agencies have a tendency to propagate the stereotypical needy victim image 
in order to generate support through tugging on heart strings. This is counter-
productive and detrimental in the long term, as it creates ‘aid fatigue’ instilling 
the idea that the developing world is full of helpless victims and the problems 
are endless.   
 
This has actually fuelled what the former EU Commissioner for Humanitarian 
Affairs Emma Bonino observed:  
 
“Television and radio coverage of humanitarian issues outside the main news 
bulletins is dwindling throughout Europe…The sidelining of documentary and 
current affairs programs about humanitarian issues is also due to lack of interest 
among the owners and directors of broadcasting companies.”29 Naturally, Ms 
Bonino lays the blame fairly at the door of the media, but a poor communications 
strategy is as much to blame. 
 
Paul Collier, former Director of the Development Research Group at the World 
Bank and now Professor of Economics at Oxford University, concludes that “a 
reasonable estimate is that over the last 30 years it [aid] has added around one 
percentage growth rate of the bottom billion” [in the world].30 Professor Collier 
says this does not sound a lot, but he adds that it has made the difference 
between stagnation and severe cumulative decline. “Without aid”, he observes, 
“cumulatively the countries of the bottom billion would have become much 
poorer than they are today. Aid has been a holding operation preventing things 
from falling apart”.31 

28 Rotberg, Robert, and  Weiss, Thomas, From Massacres to Genocide: The Media, Public Policy 
and Humanitarian Crises (Massachusetts, 1996). 

29 Bonino, Emma, ‘Bringing Humanitarian News into Prime Time’, International Herald Tribune (28 
June 1996). 

30  Collier, Paul, The Bottom Billion (Oxford University Press, 2007), p.100.  
31  Ibid.  
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What messages can one draw from this evidence? Judged overall, it is fair to say 
that there is widespread agreement that development aid channelled by national 
and supra national government bodies (such as the EU) have been pretty much a 
disaster. As stated, the gap between rich and poor, developed and undeveloped 
worlds has grown wider not narrower.   
 

Where millions of people have been dragged out of poverty – in countries such as 
India, China and Botswana - much of it was due to private sector initiatives. This 
is a sector that the aid world largely frowned upon for many years, but aid 
directed at supporting private sector initiatives can have a huge multiplier effect. 
 

In this context I want to emphasise that the media cannot be blamed for the 
failure of development aid. Rather, its real role is to shine a torch on the myriad 
instances in which aid has been embezzled or misused by recipient governments. 
The late Lord Bauer, a leading critic of aid who taught at the London School of 
Economics, pointed out that development aid can easily disorientate a country’s 
political and economic structures. Since aid in Africa is often a significant slice of 
national income, the talented and entrepreneurial have a strong incentive to 
adopt (in the economic jargon) rent-seeking behaviour (i.e chasing the money), 
positioning themselves to become beneficiaries of aid-financed projects.  At the 
same time, the distribution of aid strengthens governments – sometimes corrupt 
regimes – and their hold on economic activity. 
 
If the media bought into the aid lobby’s agenda one could argue that it had 
compromised its proper role. It might also be argued that is prolongs the life of 
misguided policies by failing to highlight their many faults and damaging 
repercussions. To cite just one example given by Paul Collier in his recent 
acclaimed book, The Bottom Billion, less than one per cent of the money released 
by the Chad Ministry of Finance for rural health clinic actually ever reached the 
clinics.32 

32 Collier, Paul,  The Bottom Billion  (Oxford University Press, 2007), p.102. Prof. Collier notes 
that in 2005 the European Commission gave €20m in budget support to the government of 
Chad, which could spend it on anything it chose. Collier reckons most of it went on defence 
spending. 



FRIEDRICH-EBERT-STIFTUNG 

——————————————————————————————— 
 
To sum up the international activities of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung (FES), the political foundation 
committed to social democracy in Germany, you can do no better than to quote Willy Brandt, Nobel 
prize winner and former German chancellor: “Development policy represents peace policy in the 21st 
century”. He said this as early as 1980. Peace, democracy and development in social justice: these are 
the values supported by the FES in its international work. Promoting these issues is one of the 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung’s most important objectives in development cooperation. 
The FES is represented in more than 90 countries worldwide. In Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Latin 
America its staff are engaged in projects in the fields of socio-political development and economic and 
social promotion. Project partners come from politics, business, associations, trade unions, academia, 
as well as from the communications sector and cultural institutions.  

The FES sees its activities in the developing countries as a contribution to: 

 promoting peace and understanding between peoples and in partner countries; 

 supporting the democratisation of the State and society, and strengthening civil society; 

 improving general political, economic and social conditions; 

 reinforcing free trade unions; 

 developing independent media structures; 
 facilitating regional and worldwide cooperation between states and different interest groups; 

and 

 gaining recognition for human rights. 
The FES has been represented in Brussels since 1973. Working together with the EU institutions, 
European and international trade unions, think tanks, diplomatic missions, NGOs and interest groups, 
the EU Office in Brussels is an important element in the international work of the Friedrich-Ebert-
Stiftung and its representations worldwide.  

At present, the activities of the EU Office in Brussels pursue the following objectives: 
 Informing the public about the structures and decision-making processes of the European 

Union; 
 Promoting political dialogue between decision-makers at regional, national and international 

level and their partners at the European level; and 
 Providing an opportunity for exerting influence on the European integration process, social 

policies and the EU’s development and external policies. 
The EU Office organises seminars, conferences, expert meetings and study visits for selected decision-
makers and information multipliers from Germany and other partner countries coming from areas 
such as politics, trade unions, the media, sciences and NGOs. 

 

For more information: 

www.fes.de  
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THE AID WORLD DOES NOT UNDERSTAND HOW THE MEDIA WORKS 
 
There is a basic contradiction between aid organisations and the media which the 
former often fail to understand. Aid organisations are funded by the public 
sector  where one is rarely measured by results and success. The media, in 
contrast, is a highly competitive business where to survive one has to succeed. 
Newspapers and television news are not media NGOs motivated simply by “good” 
causes.  
 
They have to sell copies or attract viewers, and in doing this must compete with 
other news stories, from celebrity gossip about Madonna’s marriage to hard-
nosed political events nearer to home, such as plummeting economies, soaring 
inflation and industrial stoppages. There is of course a moral imperative to cover 
certain stories, particularly those involving the world’s ‘have nots’, but this has 
to be set against hard commercial considerations, including those of viewing 
figures, available budgets and circulation figures. Wringing one’s hands and 
complaining a story should or deserves to be covered, as NGO press officers 
frequently do, is simply not enough. 
 
The stark truth is that articles and stories about third world disasters and 
development programmes do not sell newspapers. As Nik Gowing notes, “the 
typical commercial view, however, is that only in exceptional circumstances will 
coverage of an international crisis raise circulation or viewing numbers”.33 
Furthermore, the general public on both sides of the Atlantic have only a patchy 
knowledge and understanding of development issues. As Mark Ashurst 
comments, “policy issues with regard to aid are largely ignored by the media and 
there is no great public appetite to examine these in detail”.34 
 
These basic realities are generally only thinly understood by aid organisations. 
They often act as if the two have a shared “liberal” agenda, namely to show the 

33 Gowing, Nik, Media Coverage: Help or Hindrance in Conflict Prevention (Carnegie Corporation 
of  New York, 1997), p.14.  

34 Ashurst, Mark, Director, Africa Research Institute, Interviewed for this report (15 October 
2008). 
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project on the ground and aid in general in a good light. Again as Mark Ashurst 
observes, “aid workers tend to look on journalists as friends. In the developing 
world, they live the same type of life.”35  
 
While this perception is understandable, the aim of the media is more often to 
tell the entire story. How did we arrive at this situation in the first place? Why is 
the aid not working as it was intended? Incompetence, bureaucracy, corruption 
and so on – these are the issues that trigger journalists’ interest and rightly so.  
 
Naturally, aid agencies can feel let down when this is the story which hits the 
headlines rather than one that sings the praises of their project. This is especially 
the case when agencies facilitate the trip in the first place. 
 
In recent years, with the challenge presented by the internet, competition across 
the media has intensified. In the UK, for example, the average daily circulation of 
the top ten national daily newspapers collectively in 1995 was 13,189,000; by 
the first half of 2007 it was 11,137,000—a reduction of 22 %. 
 
In the USA, at the year end 2007 newspapers recorded a 8.4% decline in daily 
circulation and an 11.4% decline in Sunday circulation compared with 2001. 
Readership is also in decline, regardless of age, ethnicity, education or income. 
There have been some high profile causalities, such as the torrid history of 
America’s third oldest newspaper, The Philadelphia Inquirer, whose prestige has 

“Policy issues with regard to aid are largely ignored by the media and there is no great 
public appetite to examine these in detail.” 

Mark Ashurst 
Director, Africa Research Institute 

35 Ashurst, Mark, Director, Africa Research Institute, Interviewed for this report (15 October 
2008). 
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waned because of cost-cutting and a shift of focus to more local coverage. 
The European market mirrors the experience in the UK and US although for some 
revenues have proved more stable because of higher levels of newspaper 
subscription. In the six year period from 2000 to 2006, overall sales of 
newspapers and magazines in France fell 10% and advertising revenues by 20%. 
Despite government subsidies, many titles are losing money. Le Monde is a good 
example. It lost €20 million last year.  
 
 
FIRST OF ALL: WHAT IS THE PRESS/MEDIA? 
 
Local press and media can play a major role in highlighting crises, but many of 
the governments in the countries where they operate will only let them cover the 
story in a certain way.   
 
Without getting into the area of press freedom, censorship is on the rise in many 
countries, particularly those in which aid and development agencies work. 
  
A failure, or inability, of local journalists to cover the story makes it more difficult 
for outsiders to then “sell” the story to their own editors. Ideally, a story would 
first make waves inside the country, be carried by the main news agencies and 
slowly come to the attention of a wider constituency.  
 
This is what happened with Darfur. It took months to bring the story to the 
attention of the mainstream Western media. It took six months to interest the 
editors of The Times in that story, and The Times was one of the first to cover 
the issue in depth. The story first leaked out in the regional African press, 
including newspapers in Sudan and, of course, in Chad and on websites broadly 
critical of the Khartoum government. Slowly, the main world news agencies – 
Reuters, AFP, Associated Press – were encouraged to take it up. They were 
assisted by UNHCR, which helped with the huge logistical problems involved in 
getting to the region. It was impossible to go through Khartoum so one had to 
go to Chad, where visas are not easy to obtain for journalists. From the capital it 
is a long expensive journey to the border with Sudan. 
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There is nowhere to stay and all food and water and even petrol has to be taken 
along. It was worth it, though. The agencies copy slowly seeped into the 
mainstream and eventually the story became headline news.  
 

Faced with challenges, such as Darfur, it is perhaps not surprising that 
humanitarian relief and development organisations are beginning to utilise the 
new information services available to them, especially the internet, to reach the 
public. Florian Westphal of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
remarks that, to an increasing extent they are releasing footage onto the 
internet, using sites like YouTube, and producing films for their own websites in 
order to bypass the traditional media and reach the general public. In this 
context, it is worth taking a look at ReliefWeb36, an electronic forum through 
which these organisations provide information and solicit contributions.  
 

This trend was noticed by Glenda Cooper, a Reuters journalist, who spent some 
time recently as a Thomson Reuters Foundation Visiting Fellow at Nuffield 
College, Oxford. While she was there she worked on a research study that 
demonstrated that increasingly, “aid agencies have begun turning their press 
offices into newsrooms” producing their own footage and coverage. Cooper sees 
this as an attempt to “influence the news agenda”. Significantly, Cooper found 
that a third of Britain’s national newspapers, faced with tight budgets, admitted 
to having used aid workers as reporters.37 
 

Some may argue that that way at least some stories make it into papers, where 
otherwise they would not have done so. It is a dangerous policy and could well 
backfire. Agency press officers are not seen as independent but as spin doctors 
for their own organisation and therefore not interested in other aspects of the 
story which do not reflect well on them or other actors, such as host 
governments. 

36 ReliefWeb is an online gateway to information (documents and maps) on humanitarian 
emergencies and disasters launched in 1996 and administered by the UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).  More information is available on 
www.reliefweb.int. 

37 Cooper, Glenda, ‘A New Year’s resolution for aid agencies and broadcasters’, Reuters AlertNet 
(7 January 2008). 
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Rodney Pinder, Director of the International News Safety Institute and a former 
Reuters TV Head, commented on workers dabbling in media: "They haven't got 
the background or the training of professional journalists. How do we check the 
story isn't hyped?"38 
 
Cooper also raised the issue of broadcasters and newspapers, particularly those 
strapped for cash, presenting aid agencies words and footages as their own. She 
warned that it was important that this was avoided, as lines could become 
blurred. The problem, of course, is that if media use aid agencies work without 
acknowledging this to the audience, they could be in danger of pedalling 
propaganda.  
 
Websites and bloggers – the so-called new media – can also help bring stories to 
the attention of wider mainstream media. Aid organisations need to spend more 
time developing a strategy for ‘New Media’ and ‘Local Media’ – to be used as a 
stepping stone to mainstream CNN style coverage. Aid agencies can be rather 
pompous and often think they can go from zero to 100 miles in one go rather 
than building up to it. 
 
Aid agencies need to understand that journalists value and trust human contacts 
more than emails, faxes, and internet information. Whilst the development of the 
new media and the information expansion has meant a greater range of 
information is available, it has also meant a greater range of misinformation is 
available. Thus, journalists’ cynicism has grown in accordance with the internet’s 
growth.  
 
Nik Gowing warns of the dangers of too much reliance on the internet or cyber-
space. “The proliferation of unchecked and uncorroborated ‘facts’ circulating in 
cyberspace may also serve to distort the perception of conflicts…with unfiltered 
internet access to cyberspace, the typical consumer is unlikely to have the skill to 
discriminate between ‘facts’ and carefully disguised propaganda or polemics 
circulating freely under the likely guise of independently verified ‘facts’.”39 
38 Feuilherade, Peter, ‘Aid Agencies tussel with media’, BBC (23 November 2004).  
39 Gowing, Nik, Media Coverage: Help or Hindrance in Conflict Prevention (Carnegie Corporation of 

New York, 1997), p.14.  
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LOCAL GOVERNMENTS: HOW THEY PRESENT OBSTACLES AND IMPOSE 
CENSORSHIP 
 
Aid organisations often play – albeit unwittingly – a role in this censorship. They 
do not want to be prevented from working in a location. Hence, they do not want 
to be seen aiding criticism of a government. After all, they live there. This, 
however, can come across as hypocrisy. UNICEF recently urged journalists to look 
into people trafficking in the Horn of Africa, but did not want to be involved in 
any way with such a controversial issues, such as babies for sale for $1 at a 
market outside Addis Ababa or a sudden increase in flights from Ethiopia to the 
Gulf State where “uncles” are frequently to be seen escorting young “relatives” to 
a life of serfdom or worse. Given the sensitivities of the Ethiopian government, I 
suppose this was natural but it came across badly. The same goes with Darfur. 
Many agencies, keen to work in the area, are at pains not to upset the 
government of Sudan. 
 
To people in the media, this does not come across as anything other than a form 
of appeasement. From an aid agency perspective, the needs of the people they 
want to help – not the media – are paramount. Both are right. 
 
Florian Westphal of the ICRC acknowledges that: “The role of the media to draw 
attention to these crises…is absolutely crucial”. In this context, he explains: “We 
do have to be neutral…we have to work on all sides of the conflicts…we have to 
talk to all of them, and this obliges us to try and understand where they are 
coming from, this does not mean we don’t have a moral compass but it does 
mean we have to deal with very, very disagreeable people. Some journalists, not 
all but some, find this very hard to understand.”40 
 
The government in Sudan did everything it could to black out all news from, and 
comment on Darfur. This black out included refusing access to the international 

40 Westphal, Florian, Head of Media Relations, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), 
Interviewed for this report  (10 October 2008).  
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media.41 However, as refugees began to flee into Chad, the international media 
had at last some sources to interview.   
 
Once again, the modus operandi is different: aid organisations want to stay and 
work in a country, almost at any cost sometimes to “protect” projects it has taken 
years perhaps to build. Consequently, they can be obsequious to revolting 
regimes. Journalists take the opposite view by and large – if a government is 
unhappy with their coverage they must be getting things right.  
 
Aid organisations add to this confusion by cherry picking what issues /countries 
they want highlighted. They then feel let down if journalists don’t go along with 
their choice. Yet this once again reveals a remarkable failure in understanding 
the nature of news and the functioning of news agencies.  
 
 
WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS FACED BY THE MEDIA IN THE FIELD? 
 
Logistical 
 
The obstacles put in the way of covering a story by governments also apply when 
the foreign press do get involved. The problems of travel permits, visas, permits 
for equipment and other logistical nightmares provide enormous problems. 
Journalists cannot afford to spend days hanging around in places like Khartoum. 
Aid agencies often fail to realise the budget constraints of modern news 
agencies. They invite people out to areas, before fully sorting out how they will 
take them to specific places.  
 

Sometimes their own internal rules put further obstacles in the way of coverage. 
While it is the case that organisations such as MONUC42 will fly accredited 
journalists across the impenetrable forests of the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
41 Flint, Julie, and De Waal, Alex, Darfur: A short history of a long war (South Africa, 2005), 

pp.115-6. 
42 The United Nations Security Council established the United Nations Mission in Democratic 

Republic of Congo (MONUC) to facilitate the implementation of the Lusaka Accord signed in 
1999. 
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journalists are often denied access to planes used by aid workers unless they pay 
fees which are often high and certainly beyond the means of freelancers who 
often operate in such places prior to the arrival of the big names. In Somalia, a 
dangerous country the media is always urged to try to cover, ECHO43 demands 
huge amounts to hop a ride on their flights.    
 
Vast distances in places like Africa make it expensive to cover almost any story. 
Editors and correspondents are cautious and need to be convinced the story is 
worthwhile. It is a difficult sell. 

Jon Snow, the veteran Channel Four journalist and presenter in Britain, blames 
technical difficulties for the limited coverage of African news in Western media.44 
These difficulties range from the inability to fly directly into the country. There is 
also the fact that charter flights to Africa are rarely direct and often require 
several stops firstly in Europe and then in other African nations before arriving at 
the preferred destination. 
 
Once inside the country the difficulties and expense of satellite communications 
means that transmitting news from the country to reach the rest of the world on 
the same day is difficult sometimes impossible. There has been enormous 
progress since the days of heavy, bulky satellite phones. Aidan Hartley, then with 
Reuters now a Channel Four film-maker, recalls that for Reuters’ journalists 
satellite phones were limited because of their expense. It can be strongly argued 

“We do have to be neutral ... we have to work on all sides of the conflicts ... we have to 
talk to all of them, and this obliges us to try and understand where they are coming 

from. This does not mean we don’t have a moral compass but it does mean we have to 
deal with very, very disagreeable people.” 

Florian Westphal 
Head of Media Relations, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 

43 European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid Office. More information is available at 
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/index_en.htm. 

44 Snow, Jon, ‘Keynotes lecture’, Addressing Africa Conference (University of Bristol, 22 Novem-
ber 2006). 
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that the lack of resources - not just satellite phones but vehicles, TV feeds, extra 
staff, and the money required to pay for flights and subsistence seriously hinders 
coverage of on-going African crises. 
 
Ben Anderson comments: “It is incredibly difficult having just email and internet 
contact. That is in just setting it up beforehand. Transport is always difficult, 
getting a place to stay, food, especially organising all that stuff up front. Some 
countries are difficult to film, if there is a dictatorship it can be very difficult to 
work as a journalist because they don’t give free access to journalists so that can 
be an issue as well. There is a lot of people you can’t talk to because they could 
be in danger, and after you leave they could be in serious trouble .”45 
 
 
Security concerns 
 
Journalists are often no longer seen as “independent”. In the old days they used 
to be victims to stray bullets but they were not deliberately targeted as they are 
increasingly today. This has created a whole new set of problems for the media 
and the development world in places such as Afghanistan, Kosovo, Chechnya, 
Somalia, Darfur. It raises issues of how closely both groups should work with the 
military, thereby even further jeopardising their neutrality. 
 

Daniel Pearl is probably the best known example of a journalist who was the 
victim of such targeting. Pearl was used as a tool for a militant group, calling 
itself The National Movement for the Restoration of Pakistani Sovereignty who 
had a whole list of demands, notably the freeing of all Pakistani detainees 
accused of terrorist activity. Pearl paid the ultimate price: his throat was cut and 
the whole macabre drama was placed on the internet. Recently, two volunteers 
were gunned down in Afghanistan, accused of proselytising the Christian faith. 
Such volunteers are indeed often “believers” otherwise they would not be there, 
but again new issues are raised. How far can one go without crossing the line? 
How independent can one be without jeopardising staff and so on?  
 

45 Anderson, Ben, Journalist and BBC Reporter, Interviewed for this report (9 October 2008). 
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Tragically, there are plenty of other less high profile cases of journalists and 
media representatives losing their lives in war zones. The BBC producer Kate 
Peyton and her colleague Peter Greste were both shot in Mogadishu in 2005. 
Greste survived to tell the tale; Peyton was less fortunate and died of her 
wounds. Significantly, both of them were standing outside a hotel popular with 
politicians and journalists when they were shot. The UN later reckoned that her 
death was probably organised by the Al Qaeda affiliated military warlord, Aden 
Hashi Farah. 
 
In 2002, Vaughan Smith, Director of Frontline Television, and the cameraman 
who accompanied BBC Correspondent David Loyn into Afghanistan, claimed the 
US military and the Northern Alliance deliberately restricted media coverage. 
Speaking at a Voice of the Listener and Viewer46 conference in the UK Smith 
narrated how journalists were left in the Panshir Valley, waiting for helicopter to 
take them to areas of action. He said this contributed to make Afghanistan a 
“hidden war” for journalists.47 
 
Brigit Kendall, the widely experienced BBC’s Diplomatic Correspondent, has 
labelled the coverage of Afghanistan as a ‘farce’. She elaborated that: “Often 
people were being employed to do live reports just so they could say ‘that person 

“Some countries are difficult to film, if there is a dictatorship it can be very difficult to 
work as a journalist because they don’t give free access to journalists [...] There are a 
lot of people you can’t talk to because they could be in danger, and after you leave 

they could be in serious trouble.” 

Ben Anderson 
Journalist and BBC Reporter 

46 Voice of The Listener & Viewer (VLV) represents the citizen and consumer interests in broad-
casting, and speaks for listeners and viewers on the full range of broadcasting issues. More 
information is available at www.vlv.org.uk. 

47 Hodgson, Jessica, ‘Journalists fight ‘hidden war’ in Afghanistan’, The Guardian (26 April 2002). 
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was in Afghanistan’, when in fact quite a lot of the reports were coming in either 
on a laptop or from people reading Reuters copy down the phone.”48 

 
Kendall’s comments raise a troubling issue. If journalists are not in the field and 
reporting information first-hand, how far can they be said to be truthfully 
representing a conflict or disaster?  US Military Officer, Colonel Melanie Feeder, 
comments that: “When journalists were provided access, the accurate story was 
told. When they were not provided with information, the result was speculation, 
misinformation and inaccuracy.”49 
 
It is crucial that the military, aid agencies and even the media themselves 
understand this. Critics of the media are quick to level accusation of 
misrepresentation but, as Feeder’s comment shows, this misrepresentation often 
stems from the inability of the media to gain the correct information from 
military or aid agencies.        
 
How do journalists address this mounting problem? Well, they can of course work 
with security forces, UN peacekeepers, etc. 
 
This presents a host of challenges to “independence” and so-called objective 
reporting. Aid organisations do not like the tie up with the military but it is often 
unavoidable if the issue is to get publicity for an area. Journalists find it difficult 
to operate in between the two.  
 
The failure and slow approach of some in the aid world to accepting some sort of 
relationship with the military has definitely hindered media responses to projects 
in insecure areas. Editors today are very sensitive to journalists’ deaths.  
The military high command is now extremely well aware of the importance of 
media coverage. General Anthony Zinni, Commander of United Shield rescue 

48 Hodgson, Jessica, ‘Journalists fight ‘hidden war’ in Afghanistan’, The Guardian (26 April 2002). 
49 Cited in Rid, Thomas, War and Media Operations, the US Military and the Press from Vietnam to 

Iraq (London, 2007), p.107. 
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operation in Somalia observed that “on today’s battlefield effective media 
relations have become an essential ingredient to military success.”50 

 
Peace negotiators and military commanders can use the media to put pressure 
on the warring parties. UN Commander Lewis MacKenzie, who referred to the 
media as his ‘only major weapon system’, used threats to go public on CNN to 
obtain compliance from the parties on several occasions. The British Colonel, Bob 
Stewart, who commanded the British contingent in Bosnia between August 1992 
and May 1993, used threats to film incidents to get through road blocks and he 
also found it useful to let the media record agreements on camera because this 
made the parties less inclined  to break them.51 
 
Recalling his experience of being embedded with the US forces in the Persian 
Gulf the documentary film maker Ben Anderson said it was a fraught relationship. 
“You turn up and they expect you to make a documentary that is virtually Top 
Gun. Here are the handsome guys whacking the bad guys. We were fighting 
everyday, we got thrown off the boat, all kind of legal action, in the end we got 
so little footage that the programme didn’t air.”52 
 
His experience of working with the British armed services was markedly different. 
“I can honestly say hand on heart that although some of those guys have become 

50 Cited in Rid, Thomas, War and Media Operations, the US Military and the Press from Vietnam to 
Iraq (London, 2007), p.107.  

51 Jakobsen, Peter Viggo, ‘Focus on the CNN effect misses the point: The real media impact on 
conflict management is invisible and indirect’, Journal of Peace Research, Vol.37, No.2 (March 
2000), p.140. 

52 Anderson, Ben, Journalist and BBC Reporter, Interviewed for this report (9 October 2008). 

“You turn up and they expect you to make a documentary that is virtually Top Gun. 
Here are the handsome guys whacking the bad guys. We were fighting every day, we 
got thrown off the boat, all kinds of legal action ... in the end we got so little footage 

that the programme didn’t air.” 

Ben Anderson 
Journalist and BBC Reporter 
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friends there was not a single question I couldn’t ask, or a single point I couldn’t 
make because of a relationship with those guys. Actually some of the points that 
I did make which I thought would really piss them off they actually agreed and 
said that’s a fair point. I don’t go along with the view that because you are 
embedded you somehow can’t be impartial or you some how develop the 
soldiers opinion, that’s definitely true of American embeds but not the British 
embeds I have done.”53 
 
Of course, being with the military also carries risks. All claims of balance go out 
of the window. It is worth bearing in mind Sam Kiley’s comments about working 
with the military in Rwanda: “If you are in a war and you have got soldiers from 
one side in the car and you come across the other side you’re going to get 
killed.”54 

 
I myself was once in a Red Cross convoy in Rwanda when a Tutsi woman tried to 
get on the convoy. Red Cross officials said obviously she can’t be allowed on and 
look forward, and then the interhamwe55 dragged her away and chopped her up. 
By inaction, could we be accused of taking sides, of not being independent? 
These are not easy issues and do not have simple answers – every crisis is 
different and requires a different approach. Unfortunately, in today’s polarised 
world it is simply not possible for western journalists or for local journalists hired 
by western media companies to be embedded on both sides in places like 
Afghanistan or Iraq. This creates huge dilemmas for the media, dilemmas not 
entirely unsimilar to those for the aid community.   
 
In 2006, a conference hosted by the British Red Cross at the Foreign Press 
Association debated the relationship of the media and aid agencies. 
 

53 Anderson, Ben, Journalist and BBC Reporter, Interviewed for this report (9 October 2008). 
54 Kiley, Sam, ‘Oral History Testimony’ conducted for Selina Cuff, Undergraduate Dissertation ‘An 

in-depth analysis of British Media representation of the Rwanda genocide’ (Bristol, April 2008). 
55 The term interhamwe [meaning ‘those who work together’] refers to the armed militia or 

ethnic-cleansing work gangs that were culpable for the majority of the killings of Tutsis and 
opponents of the Hutu government in the 1994 Rwandan genocide. 
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One stimuli of the debate was a report by CARMA international56 that had found 
that the media coverage of events like Lebanon, Iraq, Sudan and Afghanistan was 
predominately interested in death tolls and not the work of aid agencies. Tom 
Vesey of CARMA International proposed that aid agencies follow the example of 
the military and embed journalists with an aid unit.57 
 
This was not welcomed by all, as it could threaten the neutrality of aid agencies, 
according to Vincent Lusser of the ICRC.58 Of course, many people would argue 
that with the exception of ICRC aid agencies are already no longer considered 
neutral in most of these places. 
 
In the final debate of the conference the journalists on the panel appealed to aid 
workers to adopt a more personal approach to journalists, to develop contacts 
and help them sell a story. Lyse Doucet, Presenter and Correspondent of BBC 
World,  surmised the conference’s findings “We need you to help us tell the story 
and you need us to raise awareness of the humanitarian situation.”59  
 
 
SPECIALIST VERSUS GENERAL REPORTERS 
 
Many aid groups favour specialist reporters from Western capitals on the basis 
that they expect them to take a more favourable view of their work. There is 
clearly nothing wrong with targeting specialist as opposed to mainstream media, 
but it is often an “easy option”. 
 
It is also inaccurate to think there are that many such specialist reporters. Even 
specialist magazines on the developing world rarely have highly experienced 

56 CARMA International are global media analysts. More information is available on 
www.carma.org. 

57 British Red Cross, ‘Media and aid agencies can work together’ (British Red Cross, 15 December 
2006). 

58 Ibid. 
59  Ibid. 
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reporters with a background in aid development work. The media tends to reach 
out to outspoken academics, like Jeffrey Sachs or Bill Easterly, when they want to 
cover development issues. And they have to hold an impassioned view to get 
commissioned to write in leading magazines and newspapers such as Time, 
Newsweek, The Guardian and Le Monde.  
 
For the more popular tabloids and television spots, one often needs to be a rock 
star like Bono to receive a hearing. This is the message behind the Live 8 
concerts. To attract an audience one needs to feature a raft of well known 
celebrities.  This was a message that was clearly understood by Bob Geldof and 
his television production company, Ten Alps. The Live 8 concerts, held in ten 
major capitals were broadcast on 182 television networks and 2,000 radio 
networks. More than 1,000 musicians ranging from Madonna to Stevie Wonder 
performed at the concerts. But the legacy is more questionable: the concerts 
were quickly forgotten in the wake of the terrorist bombs in London and a year 
later critics were pointing out that the G8 nations had not fulfilled their pledges 
made at the Gleneagles Summit held immediately after the concerts.    
 
For generalists, timing of how one pitches stories is therefore crucial, i.e. during 
Zimbabwe election crisis it was difficult to interest media outlets in other African 
stories, such as Kenya or Somalia. The piracy issue in Somalia took over when 
Zimbabwe tended to die down.  
 
Specialists do not have to worry about these issues in the same way as general 
reporters so it may be good to tap into this reservoir at such times and return to 
the mainstream at a later date. 
 
Aid organisations tend to adopt the high moral ground. In their view a story is 
worth covering, therefore it should be covered is often the attitude. But no 
amount of hand wringing over misplaced priorities will alter the points I have just 
rehearsed. Aid organisations need to have a far more acute sense of timing when 
trying to place development stories. This goes back to UNDERSTANDING how the 
media work (rather than wishing it worked in a different way!). 
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DFID’S WAY 
 
When DFID60 first came on the scene it was dismissed by many old school 
diplomats. It certainly made several errors, but it is generally accepted now to 
have a model approach not only to many development issues, such as private/
public sector cooperation, but also to the media. 
 
It has employed experts to advise on media relations and adopted refreshingly 
original mechanisms to “sell” its stories. It has also encouraged its staff to think 
about communications. 
  
DFID’s Sue Owen, Director General for Corporate Performance says: “We would 
like everyone in DFID to think harder about how you can contribute to better 
communication – whether internally across teams, via our new website or 
through the media.”61 
 
Research carried out by DFID found that 22% of the UK public knew who DFID 
were, but less than 10% knew what they did. Some 57% felt that financial aid 
given to developing countries was a waste – a common view in many Western 
countries where populations have not been made aware of how inter-linked the 
modern world is. To paraphrase the words of the previous NATO Secretary-
General Lord Robertson: “If we don’t go to Afghanistan, then Afghanistan will 
come to us.”   
 
DFID’s research divided the UK public into six groups - Active enthusiasts (21%,) 
interested mainstream (23%) , distracted individuals (12%), family first 
sympathisers (16%), insular sceptics (19%), disapproving rejecters (8%). They 
presented case-studies of their target audiences of interested mainstream, 
family first sympathisers, and active enthusiasts and showed what each group’s 
media usage was, what if any broadcast, print or radio media they viewed.   

60 DFID is the UK’s Department for International Development; more information is available at 
www.dfid.gov.uk. 

61 Sue Owen, quoted in DFID, Communication Matters: Our Communication Strategy (2007), p.21. 
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“We use the most appropriate communications approaches and channels, based 
on a real understanding of our audience’s needs and the media they trust,”62 Ms 
Owen explained. 
 
DFID’s Communication strategy now formally recommends the following:  
 
that communications advisers (whether employed by policy teams or on 

stand-alone initiatives), but embedded within the organisation, “should take 
the lead in providing communications advice and support to audiences other 
than the UK public (for example, other donors, NGOs and private sector 
organisations)”;63 

 
that their regional communications advisers should “actively develop 

networks, share best practice and support individual communications 
officers to deliver high-quality information”; 

 
and “know their countries, acting as a point of contact for facts, figures, 

stories and case studies.”64 
 
An example of how this can work in practice:  
 
Chris Austin is 12 months into a three-year stint as head of DFID’s Bangladesh 
office. He recently featured in a ‘hometown story’ in the Liverpool Echo. His story 
is illuminating in that it shows with more original thinking.  
 
 
‘When Cyclone Sidr hit, we wanted to give people in the UK an insight into what 
had happened, how people here in Bangladesh were coping and how UK aid was 
being put to use. The Communications Division came up with the idea of making 

62 DFID, Communication Matters: Our Communication Strategy (2007), p.21. 
63 DFID, Communication Matters: Our Communication Strategy (2007), p.21. 
64 DFID, Communication Matters: Our Communication Strategy (2007), p.26. 
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the message direct and personal by putting together a “hometown story”.  
The press office suggested we target the local paper in Merseyside, where I grew 
up, rather than my current UK home in London, as they felt the story would have 
more impact there. Ahead of my interview with the paper, the press office talked 
to me about the angle and the key messages and even the tone of voice – more 
people know what a “charity” is than an “NGO”. We also used some of the blog 
entries I’d written after visiting the cyclone area to really bring the story to life. 
The reaction has been great – the Echo ran a follow-up piece six months later, 
which is a pretty good sign. I also think it helped focus our minds on how we 
communicate. The evidence we pulled together for the story has been invaluable 
in helping us monitor the impact of our work.’65 
 

65 Austen, Chris, cited in DFID, Communication Matters: Our Communication Strategy (2007), 
p.28. 
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Aid organisations need to adopt a much more professional approach to all rela-
tions with the media. They need to identify what they want and how to get it. For 
this they may have to hire former journalists or media professionals in a similar 
way to that adopted by political companies or major corporate entities.  
 
The aid world needs to give much more attention to how aid funds are 

spent.  
 
They should hire professionals to analyse the impact of aid flows in different 

countries and its likely impact, or not, on economic growth rates. Where has 
aid been most effective and why? 

 
Aid organisations must adapt to take greater account of globalisation and 

how it impacts on their work. 
 
Aid bodies must take a more inclusive approach. As much as the media, 

they are accused of western bias. They must coordinate better with other 
actors, including with newcomers on the scene – be they, Islamic humanitar-
ian organisations or private foundations by the new breed of philanthro-
pists. 

 
Aid professionals need a much greater understanding of how the media 

works and the challenges it currently faces – budgets, the impact of new 
media, logistical challenges, security issues. 

 
Aid organisations focus too much on the “big names”, the top personalities 

and TV programmes and so on. Instead, they must adopt a bottom up strat-
egy which takes account of local journalists, in country and out country, re-
gional programmes, freelancers, specialists and so on.  
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Aid organisations should look at issues like embedding journalists within 

the organisation or simply organising “in house” training internships.  
 
Development organisations need to devote much more thought to how one 

can assist in reducing costs linked to logistical challenges – helping with 
chartered planes, making available satellite transmission facilities and so on. 

 
Aid organisations must avoid the temptation of trying to become media 

themselves, even when they have superior budgets to media houses.  
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